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Let R be a (Von Neumann) regular ring with rank function N. Then
there exists the JV-metric completion R of R with respect to N. It is well
known that R is a right and left self-injective regular ring. On the other hand,
we have always the maximal right quotient ring Q?a*(R) of R, which is a right
self-injective regular ring.
In this paper, we are concerned with the connection between the ΛΓ-metric
completion of R and the maximal right quotient ring of JR.
In [1, Theorem 23.17], Goodearl has shown that if for any essential right
ideal / of Ry N(I)=l, then Q?ax(R) is embeded in R as a subring. Under
this condition, we shall show that R is isomorphic to the maximal left quotient
ring of Q^(R).
Furthermore, we shall show the simillar result with the above result to the
case that N is a pseudo-rank function.
§ 1. Preliminaries
Throughout of this paper, we assume that all rings are associative with
identity element and all modules are unitary.
Let R be a reuglar ring. A pseudo-rank function on R is a map N: jR—>
[0, 1] such that
(1) ΛΓ(l)=landΛΓ(0)=0
(2) N(xy) ^ Max {N(x), N(y)}, for any x,y in Λ
(3) N(e-\-f)=N(e)-}-N(f), for each orthogonal idempotent elements e,f of
R.
A rank function on R is a pseudo-rank function with additional property
(4) N(x)=0 implies x=0.
If N is a pseudo-rank function on R, the the rule 8(x, y)=N(x—y) defines
a pseudo-metric on R. Clearly, δ is metric if and only if N is a rank function.
The completion R of R with respect to δ is a right and left self-injective re-
gular ring which is complete with respect to the W-metric, where N is the unique
extension of N to R.
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If ΛΓis a pseudo-rank function, then we denote that kerΛf— {x^R\N(x)\
=0}.
We set P(R) is the set of pseudo-rank functions over R. We say that N
of P(R) is an extreme point of P(R) provided that N can not be expressed as a
positive convex combination of two distinct points of P(R).
Let /be a right ideal of R. Then we denote that N(I)=Svp{N(x)\xGl}.
Finally, if A and B are modules, then the notation A^
e
B means that A is an
essential submodule of B.
§2. Completions over regular rings
In this section, we prove the following main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let R be a regular ring vίiih rank junction N. If for any
essential right ideal I of R, N(I) = l, then the completion R of R with respect to
N-metric is ίsomorphίc to the maximal left quotient ring of the maximal right quotient
ring of R.
Proof. First we shall show that there exists a ring monomorphism i/r from
the maximal right quotient ring Q of R to the completion R of R. This is
proved by the same idea of [1, Theorem 21.17], but we shall give a proof for
completness. Since R is right and left-self-injective regular ring, R is a in-
jective right J?-module. Let x be any element of R and / is an essential
right idel ideal of R such that xl—0. Then since N(I)= 1, for any positive
number £, there exists an idempotent e of I such that N(e)>l— £. Now since
x=x-xe, N(x)=N(x-xe)^N(ί-e)=N(l-e)<ε. Thus N(x)=Q. Since N
is a rank function, x=0. Therefore I? is a non-singular right Λ-module. Since
R is essential right submodule of Q and 1? is an injective right jR-module, the
identity map on R extends to a right Λ-module monomorphism -ψ : Q->R. We
claim that -ψ is a ring homomorphism. Given any elements x, y in Q, we have
yJ^R for some essential right ideal 7 of R. Then ψ(xy)r=ψ(xyr)=j\ftx)yr==
ty(x)(y)r for all r in/. Whence [ψt(x)'ψt(y)—'ψ'(xy)]J=Q Since R is non-
singular right /?-module, we obtain that ty(xy) = tK#)i/O)» so that Ψ1 *s a
ring homomorphism. Next we shall show that for any essential left ideal K of
Q, NQ(K)=l, where NQ is an extension of N. Let K be an essential left ideal of
Q. Then by [1, Lemma 9.7], there exist orthogonal idempotents e19 e2, •••, such
that Σ ®Qe
n
c.K^.Q. We set /= © e
n
Q. We claim that / is an essential
«=1 »=1
right ideal of Q. If jΓίeQ=Q, then/0eQe
e
Q. On the other hand, since Q
is a right self-injective regular ring, there exist orthogonal idempotents e'
n
, e' such
that e'
n
Q=e
n
Q, eQ=e'Q. We claim that ®Qe
n
ΓiQef=Q. Let re'=alenA \-
co
akenjt be an any element of ®Qenΐ\Qe'. Since en=e'neny e'n = ene'n, we have that
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e'e
n
=e'(eίeH)=Q. Now re'e^a^^, so re'=Q, as claimed. Thus e'=Q, so that
CO
£=0. This shows that ®e
n
Q is an essential right ideal in Q. Therefore by
» = 1
assumption, NQ(J)=l, which is concluded to that NQ(K)=ί. In this case, the
maximal left quotient ring of Q is embeded in R as a subring. Now in order
to prove this Theorem, it suffices to show that R is a left essential extension of Q.
Let x be any element of R. Since R is complete, for any positive number £,
there exists an element x' of Q such that N(x—x')<,8/2. We put x—x'=y,
where y is an element of R. With respect to y, there exists an element x1 of Q
such that N(y—x1)<.ε/2 3. Put y—xl =yl. In general, thre there exist ele-
ments x
n
 of Q such that N(y
n
_1—xn)<ε/2 y. We put yn-ι—xn=yn. Now we
n —
have that N(y— ^Σxi)<ε/2 3n. Thus Σ#, is a Cauchy sequence. Since R is
complete, Σ#,.=;y. Furthermore, Σ^(^)<^(j;) + 2 ( '^(ι3;) + ^ (3;2) +—><
ί=l ί=l
£/2+Σ£/3n=£/2+£/2=£. Let / be a right ideal generated by x', x» —. Since
» = 1
ΣΛf(#t )<£, N(I)<ε. On the other hand, since Σ#t ==ye 1?, 3> is in /, where
ί = l
/ is the Λ^Q-closure of /. Let e be an idempotent element of Q such that
/c,(l—*)£, then el=0. And since I@eQ<^
e
Q, NQ(I®eQ)=NQ(I)+NQ(e)=l.
Hence ΛΓQ(έ>)>l —.£. Furthermore since /^(/)=/^(/), e/=0, where /*( ) means
the left annhilator ideal. In particular, ey=G. Now since y=x—x', ex=ex'.
Finally, we shall show that ex'Φ 0. Since ex = x — (1 — e)x, N(ex)>N(x)—
N((l-e)x)>N(x)-N(l-e)>N(x)-ε. If we_set ε as N(x)>εy then 7V(^)ΦO,
so ex=ex'=^0. Therefore RxftQ^Q, hence J? R is a left essential extention of
Q. This completes the proof.
REMARK. Recently, H. Kambara [2] constructed the counter example of
Roos conjecture (=Is every directly finite regular right self-injective ring neces-
sary left self-injective?). He constructed the simple regular ring which is di-
rectly finite right self-injective and satisfies the assumption of above Theorem
1, but not left self-injective. By virtue of this example, Theorem 1 is not ab-
struct non-sensce.
If N is a pseudo-rank function, then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let R be a regular ring with pseudo-rank function N. If for
any essential right ideal I of R, N(I)=l and ker(N) is a prime ideal, then N is an
extreme point and is extended to the maximal right quotient ring Q. In this case,
Q/kerNQ is the maximal right quotient ring of R/ker N, where NQ is the extension N.
Furthermore, the completion of R is isomorphίc to the left maximal quotient ring
of the right maximal quotient ring of R/ker (N).
Proof. Let R be the AΓ-completion of R. Then since R is a right and
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left self-injective regular ring, R is injective as a right Λ-module. Now there
exists a j?-rnodule homomorphism / from Q to R such that the following diagram
commute,
In this case, by using the same proof of Theorem 1, we can see that R is a non-
singular right Λ-module and / is a ring homomorphism. We extend N to Q
as follows, for any element x of (?, we define that NQ(x)=N(f(x)). Note that
ker(/)=ker/V and kerΛ^ Π-R^kerTV. Clearly R/kerN has a rank function ft
which is induced by N. We note that N(K) = l for any essential right ideal K
of R/ker N. Therefore we apply Theorem 1 to Λ/ker N, that is R is the maximal
lef quotient ring of the maximal right quotient ring of R/ktrN. Next we claim
that Q/kerNQ is a right essential extension of R/kerN. Given non-zero element
X of Q/ker NQ, since x is in (?, there exists essential right ideal J of R such that
xJc^R. Assume that xJζ^kerN, then Λ/=0. In this case, we have that #=0,
which is a contradiction. Therefore xJ^kerN, that is for some non-zero ele-
ment t of/, UΦ#?e#/ker N. So Q/kerN is essential right extention of R/ketN.
Note that kerΛΓ0 is a prime ideal of Q. Since Q is a self-injective regular ring,
there exiscs a central idempotent e of Q such that ktτNQ^eeQ. Thus kerΛ^0
(1— *Q) is an essential ideal of Q, so NQ(ίerNQ®(l—e)Q) = l. This shows that
NQ((l-e)Q)=l. Now #<,(*) = (), hence kerNQ = eQ. Therefore Q/ktτNQ=
QleQ is a regular right self-injective ring. Consequently, Q/kerΛ^ is a maximal
right quotient ring of R/kerN. Thus Q/kerΛ^ is a prime regular self-injective
ring with rank function. In this case, [1, Proposition 8.6] shows that Q/ktτNQ
is a simple ring. Therefore jR/ker/V is also a simple ring. Now [1, Theorem
19.14] implies that TV is an extreme point of P(R). Thus the proof is complete.
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